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f irst the bad news:

Blame it on fainies and bad elvesý
After 1219 AD with the death of the last

Welsh king, the lid came off a conflict that has
been the root cause of more than fifty percent
of ail human death in the past one thousand
years.

In the year 1220 at the 154th Congress of
Extra-Human Beings the formal split finally
came. The goblin delegation had proposed a
revealing of Zeepsday to human leaders so as to
[acilitate an advance in culture and avoid
unnecessary suffering.

The elves, sensing that the tyrannical rule
which the congress previously held was about to
be broken, and knowing the motion would pass,
walked out taking with themn thirty five percent
of the dwarves, one hundred and fifty gnomes
and fourteen ogres.

It is interesting to note that the Brownies
split about fifty-fifty and ail but seven fainies
lacked the courage to stand up to their masters
and thus walked out with them.

The scene was set for the struggle.
Sadly the elves were prepared for this

contingency and with the help of an
organization set up by them in Rome and
known as "the Brotherhood", obtained the ear
of practically ail the rulers of the wonld who
massacred the delegates sent by the congress.

Under the direction of the Brotherhood,
attempts were made to drive those who were

contacted - noticeably in southeastemn Europe.
Farther east massive running cavalry batties
resulted.

The next five hundred years were ugly ones
as chemical an-d bacteriological warfare resulted
in millions of deaths. To avoid more deaths, the
congress went underground, in hindsight a
mistake. The fairies, at the order of their elfish
masters, had been waiting for such an
opportunity and their propagandists reveled in
the situation.

The Brotherhood began round-the-world
repression. Dramatically, the second time
congress attempted to foster world growth of,
support we were again defeated by both
military/political means and such artful
propaganda that there could be no association
with the regime, so were names soiled.

Now in this era, the congress feels, of liberal
tolerance and limited enlightenment it is time to
try a new mode. The GAPE organization is to
act as a wedge for the congress to convert people
and reveal to them the truth. To show what an
enormous task this is, let me cite examples.

Less, if any, people believe in elves, goblins,
gnomes, or dwarves to begin with. Though
brownie agents for both sides have received
neutral treatment the congress has received the
full bias of hundreds of years of propaganda.

In examining bookstores there are hundreds

of fairy tales and of ail stroies of this type flore
than ninety percent portray goblins, gnone
etc., as terrible beings, and more than 95% have
fainies and elves as good ones. Only by recent
effort has the word fairy had anything but good
connotations .The, tenuous connection between
the elves and their lackey fainies is hardj to
document even should we prove fairy control in
say the Pentagon or the Kremlin. 1

The book closest to an accurate portray ai,
The Lord of the Rings, was sabotaged in the
printing stage and has added to the confusion.

The public has difficulty in accepting thle
existence of Zeepsday or the other discoveries
we are attempting to reveal. Moreover, the
correct view of history is repugnant to most
humans indoctrinated and persuaded as they are,

Fînally, the forces at the command of elves
are superior militarily to ours at this time, an
example being Portuguese Africa where in faut a
suppression of gremlin forces is being attempted
by an overly large number of fairies and
renegade dwarves, following the revelation of
Zeepsday to several hundred people at a pub)lic
meeting in the late 1950's.

1) Zeepsday, the source of the controversy,
has severai proofs visible in present society,
which thanks to the tireless work of 117 balrogs,
the brotherhood, the elves, and their propaganda
minister, one Father Time, who is in charge of
replacing normal time with elfish time, whiech
have been unable to become visible as
discrepancies in the elf system.

a) The collective Beatles would neyer lie.
Maybe Lennon or McCartney, but collectively,
neyer, They have stated that there are "eight
days a week."

b) At the start of the week, Monday, one
feels sluggish, lousy, an occurrence known as
"Monday morning blues." But by the weekend,
despite a week of work most people are
energetic and lîvely. Why?

Medically the reason is obvious. An extra
day of sleep-Zeepsday.

Unfortunately, the human mechanismn is
unusual, because of the other seven days, to
sleep 24 hours at one time. The product is two
sensations, one the feeling of Deja Vu, for of
course it has been done before on Zeepsday
while asleep or semi-conscious which results in
friends commenting on your passing by withot
greeting and a number of other hitherto
unexplained circumstances. (e.g. the biblical sun
"4standing still for a day", etc.)

The only possible way to experience
Zeepsday is to be at the precise instant between
midnight and 12:01 Thursday in "normal timne"
consciously aware--totally aware of the reality of
Zeepsday otherwise the moment passes
seemingly, that is, and you receive that twenty
four hours of semi or unconsciousness witli
which they have managed to cloth Zeepsday.
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